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Abstract

Developing Nations represents over 60 percent of Globe. Economic growth of these nations linearly depends on combinations of market externalities, technological progress and gross value addition. Most of these nations were mere supplier of raw materials in the industrial era and still 70% of Nation’s population is dependent on primary sector for livelihood. This new wave of development, Circular Economy is said to create a value addition and trigger the prosperity of these nations by looping the production and supply chain mechanism. Research estimates that up to 85 per cent of opportunities to improve resource productivity lie in developing countries because of existing stage of economic growth. The portrayed illustrations of circular economy will manifest variant in developing nations. This paper focus on examining the applicability of circular economy, its dimensions and approaches for developing nations. The scale of applicability, market externalities, the bygone pillar of social dimension in sustainability etc, were discussed to provide a significant way forward for the concept to be more restorative and sustainable in the context of developing nations.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Human race reached an era of technical advancement where boundless innovations happen every day. The rise of machines has mechanized the manual production, reducing time taken for production, evoking new trade and production polices. After the industrialization, both the developed and developing nations faced off with environmental and social disbalances. The limitations of economic growth were research upon with conditioned non-economic parameters (Brundtland, 1987).

In the classical and neo-classical economics model, economic systems overlooked the interconnections with nature, prospecting the consumption of goods into categories of economic goods and free goods (Mishan 1967; Sullivan 1972). Utility of goods framed on demand and consumer satisfaction. Mushrooming of allied industries sprung up aiding the production process. Negative trade-offs of traditional systems impacted quality of life and environment balance. New concepts of “environment and ecological economics” developed to promote the importance of nature, criticizing the linear “take make dispose” model of industrial production and consumption. Smith (2002) in his research formulated six
Circle economy has got globally recognized for its potential economic benefits only after 2012 (EMAF, 2012). Driven by sustainable economic agenda, CE has as a concept has diversified approaches with adaptation to in-situ principles. Most of the research regarded CE as concept extension for 3R reduce, reuse and recycle policies (Heshmati, 2015; Government of People’s Republic of China, 2008; Stahel, 2013). Development studies considered CE as concept to promote eco-design and ensure a balance between development and environment. The process like green procurement and strategic tools like life cycle assessment became a constructive part for project appraisal. Thus, the traditional system of material input-output linkages seemed with extension of environment and energy input-out linkages (Genovese et al., 2017; Geng et al., 2013).

Circular economy is viewed as the concept to achieve sustainable economic growth as it is aimed at promoting creation of jobs, profit maximization of existing resources and options for new business opportunities. Ellen MacArthur Foundation envisioned CE to establish economic systems of “Regenerate, Share, Optimise, Loop, Virtualise, and Exchange” nature. The CE concept is also perceived as a business role model attaining “stock optimisation” (Stahel, 2013). Many researchers focused on optimising the production-supply chain with focus of individual components such as material sourcing, design, distribution& sales, consumption and use, collection and disposal, recycle and recovery and re-manufacturing are studied at micro scale and stand-alone criteria (Kalmykova et al., 2018).
From the literature, the concept of CE varied on its applicability. The CE as an approach focused on five aspects. 1) To regulate and minimize the resource utilization 2) Make optimal utilization of resources while in the cycle of usage 3) reintegrate the resources into the system 4) Technical Advancement in the existing business model promoting innovation 5) Promote sustainable economy. There is minimum assessment of CE applied to interweaved global supply chains. The concept of CE needs a value addition on understanding the established global production supply chains, established market conditions, the skill set of existing work force and baseline technical advancement.

The cutting-edge research was focused onto stabilizing and mainstreaming the concept of circular economy, that focus on “why, where and which” with minimal inscription on “how, when”. Clearly defined operation principles aim for successful implementation of concept. Hannover (1991) defined his principles based on “C2C”.

Source: author derived from literature review.

The operational principles of circular economy (Brais et al., 2019) should focus on adjusting the inputs and outputs governing the systems. Optimizing the system’s performance for keeping the resources for maximum utility, for creating a closed loop should be the core principle. Knowledge sharing, innovation and educating the stakeholders should be guiding principles for governing agencies.
1.2.1 Aims and Research Objectives

Aim of the research:

Examining the Applicability of the existing CE concept for the Developing Nation using the Research Dimensions

Objectives:

i. To understand the progress in the applicability of CE to various nations across the globe.

ii. To understand the contribution of CE for developing nations.

iii. To review the concept of CE from the recommended research dimensions to developing nations.

iv. To recommend a basic operational principles for successful implementation of CE.

2. Dimensions of Circular economy

With the low to mid income range categorisation, the developing nation’s GNI Per-capita ranges from $1,026 to $4,035. With diversified structural economics, no two developing nations are said to have recurrent characteristics. Developing nations are designated to have i) relatively low Per-capita income ii) affordable labour force iii) rich natural resources iv) higher dependency on export income v) rural background with more 50% of population dependent on agriculture vi) unaccounted informal sector participation vii) unbalanced urbanisation viii) weak infrastructure ix) limited access to advanced country markets. Thus, for the successful implementation of CE concept, there should be advancements made in the following dimensions.

2.1 Dimension I: Focus on “Sectors of economy”

The aim of CE is to perceive the practical implementation of sustainable development, reducing the negative impacts caused through economic systems, bringing them under the coping capacities of biosphere (Brais et al., 2019). But the contemporary understanding of CE was focused onto industrial processes. The manufacturing sector was maximum explored under the theoretical influence of C2C, industrial ecology and blue economy. The primary sector of economy that includes the production of the raw materials, demands for prominence in the developing nations.

Figure 3: The potential sectors of bio-economy for next 20 years in developing nations

Source: Issa, 2019.
The concept of circular agro-food system focuses on closing the loop in three hierarchies i.e. at farmer, local and regional communities that would trigger the international trade (Cingiz.K et al.,2019). CE will be the response for marginalised agriculture sector in developing nations. Along with the existing progress that focus on reducing the waste, new fertilizers that balance the soil health, CE can scale up on innovation focusing the preservation of the produce, new affordable technologies for various farm size. The system must establish a balanced trade-off between both “production and supply side chains of primary sector”.

2.2 Dimension II: Focus on “Existing occupational structure”

Developing nations are categorised with major workforce occupied in primary sector, with shift to tertiary sector observed in recent years with a minimal percentage working in industrial sector. The trends indicate the fact of immense availability of low to medium skilled labour.

Figure 3: Occupational structure in India

Source: census of India, 2011.

The studies predicted CE to have positive growth on employment creation. In brief, as the linear resource flows are replaced with circular activities, the employment in primary and moderately in secondary sector will be reduced or partially replaced with the new set of jobs. The new set of jobs requires new skill sets and to impart new education needs which would be a ticking task for developing nations to keep with the phase of CE (Willeghems, 2018).

2.3 Dimension III: existing linkages of “Global value chains”

The range of activities beginning with design, production, marketing and distribution of the commodities along with the various geographic interfaces can be termed as global value chains (GVC) (Gereffi and Fernandez-Stark, 2011). With the evolution of concept, the emphasis was laid on ‘producer driven’, ‘consumer driven’ chains and the focus onto ‘networks’ rather than chain was analysed (Gereffi 1994; Coe and Hess 2007). It’s analysed that the level of fragmentation of production increased as the GVC’s became more complex. The vertical specialization share (Hummels et al. 2001) which is used a key parameter for GVC participation index specifies that other than education and real estate, every commodity/ service is highly dependent on various national and international inputs for completion of the service.
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Figure 4: Length of GVCs by industry, 2008

Source: Sébastien, 2012. *calculations based on the OECD ICIO model. The industries less than one are said to have no intermediates inputs.

The specialization of country based on its participation can be analysed using the extent of upstreamness” coined by Fally (2011), which indicates that greater the extent of upstreamness, larger is the possibility for country to be involved in production of a beginning of GVC. And most of the developing nation are said higher value of upstreamness. Thus, the CE concept while being designed to close the loop of the supply chain, needs to focus of networked geographic interactions that are taking place in GVC all across the globe. The cost of production which was the key principle behind the existing GVC should be a key principle factor behind CE innovations. Production inputs at local and regional level that are exported out to final stage of GCV, should be focused as separate micro-cycles for CE.

2.4 Dimension IV: funds for “technological advancements”

The technological advancement plays a vital role in achieving the integration of the economic systems, thus enabling the aim to close the loop. Technology not only binds the production and supply chain transformation, but will also contribute to transformation on consumers role (Sandoval et al., 2017). The upgradation in technology is linked to financial and operational costs. Though the upgradation happens for achieving the environmental deeds, the race for innovation has created a commercial business models that were having stand-alone benefits triggering the cost of production. This makes it difficult to achieve the closed loops as developing and under developed nations might fall behind taking the leap (Flyer, 2015). In the survey conducted by UNIDO (2018), to understand the challenges for implementation of CE, most of responses list developing nations face limitation in institutional capacity, access to finance and technology.

Shifting to circular economy needs enormous investments in modified industrial process, smart infrastructure and technological innovations. Global reports state that the developing nations require $1 trillion a year between 2020 and 2030 to bridge gaps for providing the basic infrastructure (Humphrey,
2018). Unlike the cost-effective solution, high end technical innovations of CE might face market downfall risks (Preston et al., 2019). Though these nations are at verge of digital transformation, there is long way before they attain a financial stability.

3. Perspective of Circularity in water and waste water reuse

The phrase of “no product can end as direct waste” guides the circular economy concept. Just to present the discussion, progresses in water and waste water are discussed the framework to achieve CE involves actions of reduction of consumption, reclamation, reuse for the alternative uses, recovery of the water supplied, recovery of the characteristics and rethinking the existing system (Smol et al., 2020). CE can promote effective waster utilization by developing new design system for treatment-delivery and disposal, making the existing energy consumption greener, management of utilization between various fields preserving the local water cycles (Stuchtey, 2015).

The process is said to have higher economic and environmental benefits helping to achieve the targets set for SGD’s. But the facts narrate that average amount of wastewater treatment reaches to 70 per cent in developed countries, whereas it is only 38 per cent in developed nations and as low as 28 per cent in least developed countries (Allaoui et al., 2015). Only 5 percentage of total consumption is reused. The following tables presents the results of An International Survey of current practice of water reuse.

Table 1: Types of wastewater reuse reported in different countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Nepal</th>
<th>Singap ore</th>
<th>Zimbabw e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquaculture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potable</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-planned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desalination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Jimenez, 2015.
The observations state the most of developed countries have the technology, system to achieve the circularity but the efficiency of the system is undetermined. A very few of the least developed and developing nations has enough finance and technology to focus towards reclaiming the drops of water. Most of the countries do not have the adequate legislation in place to guide the development of required actions. Thus, there is huge gap in socio-technical systems for developing and least developed nations to advance in CE.

Though there are existing technological system in place, the efficiency and accessibility of system are conditional clause as none of the country has crosses the reuse/extraction of water percentage more than 35 (Jiménez, 2008). Thus, there is need for the capacity’s upgradations for all the nations to achieve the maximum functionality and reach the goals of CE.

**Percapita withdrawal of water resources ,2007**

![Map showing water withdrawal per capita](chart1)

Source: ChartsBin statistics collector team 2011

**The level of wastewater treatment normalized by connection rate,2014**

![Map showing wastewater treatment](chart2)

Source: 2014 EPI.

4. **Conclusion**

CE is an emerging concept with scope to balance the development with environment coping capacity. Varying growth dynamics impact the progression of CE in many divergent directions. Developing nations holding the maximum potential to change the face of CE, the concept demands for focus on new
dimensions for the applicability of the concept. There is need to increase the focus of CE not only on research related to balance the economy and environment dimensions, but also to take into consideration the social dimension.

The concept of CE needs momentum on political will to align the development policies promoting circularity. There is a need to promote the market management for circular Goods and products, achieving the shift consumer demand. The concept has to focus on integrating the production and supply systems uniquely and collectively from hamlet to global scales. Research to define the role of different stakeholders for establishing CE system in place should be concentrated.

World cities are the home for growth dynamics where the experimentation of new concepts needs local adaptability. Adopting to a circular lifestyle will take different form depending on the economic stability of the nation, thus in the initial years “voice for the local” will yield positive results.

Figure 5: Proposed dimensions of circular economy

Source: author derived from literature review.
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